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- aussi en français sur http://passeursdhospitalites.wordpress.com/

In a month has been prepared and held the destruction of the equivalent of a small town of ten
thousand  inhabitants  and  the  forced  displacement  of  its  population.  Beyond  the  police
deployment and the repressive framework proceeding from the state of emergency, the question
that remains both in terms of our history and about the way we draw into the future, is that of the
consent  to  this.  Consent  of  the  media  celebration attracting hundreds of  journalists  a  large
majority  of  whom  to  show  what  the  government  had  chosen  to  give  to  see.  Consent  of
associations involved into the heart of the eviction’s mechanism.

The trickery  can not  suffice  to  explain the adhesion,  destruction then taking the mask of  a
humanitarian operation in a carnivalesque reversal of values. The celebration at which we have
witnessed is rather that of the destruction of the self-built, the crushing of the freedom to choose
their future for the thousands of people taken in buses to destinations unknown, the omnipotence
of the white man transmuting this annihilation in salvation. Illusory omnipotence, which can not
resist  the  erosion  of  the  reality,  the  celebration  of  which  must  be  renewed  constantly,  by
sacrificial destruction and incantatory fences.

News from calais on the blog Passeurs d’hospitalités – English (page 2).

Passeurs d'hospitalités – English : https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/
Audioblog : http://audioblog.arteradio.com/blog/Passeursdhospitalites/
on facebook https://www.facebook.com/pages/Passeurs-dhospitalités/

on twitter @passeursdhospit
on tumblr http://passeurs-dhospitalites.tumblr.com/

e-mail passeurs.dhospitalites@laposte.net
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PASSEURS D’HOSPITALITES – ENGLISH
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/

Destruction of the slum: avoid witnesses
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/08/destruction-of-the-slum-avoid-
witnesses/
Thursday, October 6, the prefect of Pas-de-Calais asks associations to provide the identity of their 
volunteers present in the slum during the eviction. The prefecture clearly wishes to check the 
presence of people who may be witnessing what will happen. Read more…

New death on the highway
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/10/new-death-on-the-highway/
The announced destruction of the shantytown: leave at any cost, try every night, take more risks. 
Accidents occurred on Highway 16 Friday night and Sunday night. Sunday it is a couple that was 
hit by a car when crossing the highway. The driver reported the accident to the police. The woman 
was slightly injured, the man died in the hospital from his injuries. Read more…

Destruction of the Shantytown; an Impasse for Minors
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/destruction-of-the-shantytown-an-
impasse-for-minors/
September 22nd, 2009, the destruction of the "Afghan Jungle" in Calais. The police are racial 
profiling between people who look older and those looking underage. The first are sent to detention 
centres, the second to open centres this time round, most will leave the following day. Read more…

Two petitions against the destruction of Calais shantytown
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/11/two-petitions-against-the-
destruction-of-calais-shantytown/
Two petitions are circulating to oppose the destruction of Calais shantytown. Not to be perpetuated 
this substandard housing, but because its brutal destruction and without solution for its residents 
will bring a worse situation. Read more…

Calais' Shantytown ; destroy it or resolve it
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/12/calais-shantytown-destroy-it-or-
resolve-it/
Nobody wants the ghetto slum that the shantytown of Calais is, to be perpetuated. But destroying it 
overnight will only make the situation worse, it will be a return to the time of tarpaulins, people 
hiding in the interstices of the city for shelter, waiting to be evicted, with tenfold the police means 
to chase them. Read more…
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Victory at Norrent-Fontes
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/victory-at-norrentes-fontes/
Norrent-Fontes shantytown, near a motorway car park before Calais, inland, was the subject of a 
request for eviction from the town, a part owner of the land where it is located, as well as private 
owners of the other party (see here, here, here and here). Read more…

14th October in Calais: Call for gathering
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/14th-october-in-calais-call-for-
gathering/
Since February, Calais has been living in a state of emergency - or even more than before, the 
violence of the state having already pushed back the rule of law. Any critical event in relation to the 
migration policy of the government is prohibited on behalf of the state of emergency (see eg here, 
here and here). Read more…

14th October in Lille: Call for Support
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/13/1578/
An emergency appeal procedure ( a référé liberté is an emergency procedure when a fundamental 
freedom is threatened) was filed by residents of the Calais shantytown and eleven associations 
against the decision of the State to evict the inhabitants and to destroy the shantytown (see here, 
here and here).The hearing will take place tomorrow at the Lille tribunal administratif. Read 
more…

An exile dead in Loon-Plage
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/14/an-exile-dead-in-loon-plage/
Loon-Plage is located near the ferry terminal in the port of Dunkirk. There has long been a camp in 
the dunes near the port, many times destroyed many times rebuilt. Three exiles were hit this 
morning by a train near the port. One died, one was seriously injured, with multiple fractures, the 
third was slightly injured. Read more…

Destruction of the Shantytown, but not only…
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/14/destruction-of-the-shantytown-but-
not-only/
The site where the shantytown is located in Calais does not just include only the slum itself, but also
two structures set up by the state and managed by an operator association ; La Vie Active: That is 
the Jules Ferry centre, which provides daily services accommodation for women and children (400 
places). It was also planned to open a hostel of 72 places for unaccompanied minors. And the 
container camp, which was installed on part of the shantytown that was destroyed, and home to 
1,500 people. Read more…
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Destruction of the Shantytown; the time for raids has come
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/15/destruction-of-the-shantytown-the-
time-for-raids-has-come/
To facilitate the final eviction mount the pressure to bring as many people to self-evict  themselves. 
The pressure had mounted in recent weeks, with an increase in racial profiling and arrests in train 
stations, fingerprinting, sometimes forcibly, an increase of the use of detention (the capacity of the 
Coquelles detention centre, near Calais, has been increased by 20 places) and evictions, a quota of 
80 arrests per day in Calais has been decided by the government. Read more…

18th October court of Boulogne/mer Support against the offence of solidarity
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/16/18th-october-court-of-boulognemer-
support-against-the-crime-of-solidarity/
On the night of July 25th and 26th, an Ethiopian exile died from a stab wound received during a 
fight in the slum. Associations and support collectives to the Exiles have decided to make a 
gathering the day after the news of each death at the border, so a rally was held on July 27th at the 
Richelieu Park. Read more…

The flying Police Station and the mysterious Hangar
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/18/the-flying-police-station-and-the-
mysterious-hangar/
Pending the start date of the destruction of Calais shantytown, but also the judgment of the 
Administrative Court regarding the eviction, the police scheme in preparation runs into that of the 
Minors that the United Kingdom is accepting one by one to give a humanitarian veneer to the 
operation. Read more…

A little twist to bury the right to demonstrate
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/20/a-little-twist-to-bury-the-right-to-
demonstrate/
On September 20th the Minister of Justice issued a circular, that is  ministerial advice "on the fight 
against crimes committed during demonstrations and other collective movements" addressed to 
prosecutors and for information to criminal courts. Read more…

A death in Norrent-Fontes
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/20/a-death-in-norrent-fontes/
An exile died Tuesday night in hospital from his injuries. He had been beaten during the night of 
Monday to Tuesday in the camp at Norrent-Fontes by smugglers whom he had repeatedly defied. 
One of his friends who tried to rescue him was also injured. Four of the attackers have been arrested
since. He was 26 years old. Read more…
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Destruction of the Shantytown , what can you do ?
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/22/destruction-of-the-shantytown-
what-can-you-do/
This is a question many people are asking, so we try here to give some answers. If you are not in 
Calais. The government is trying to pass the destruction of the equivalent of a small city and the 
forcible displacement of its population as a humanitarian operation. Do not hesitate to circulate 
widely information on what is actually happening from sources with reliable estimates, by email, 
social networks, and through any other channels available. Read more…

In Calais the chase of the "Zadists" is in preparation
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/22/in-calais-the-chase-of-the-zadists-is-
in-preparation/
First we had the "No Borders," held responsible for all tensions by the authorities, in a curious 
reversal. It is thanks to their careful observation of police violence that the Rights Defender was 
seized for the first time in 2011 on the situation in Calais, before being once again in 2015, by a 
broader range of associations. By repeatedly hammering the same message the authorities are trying
to convince that the violent ones are the activists of this movement. Read more…

Calais' shantytown: October census
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/22/calais-shantytown-october-census/
The monthly census (see here, here, here, here and here) done by Help Refugees and L'Auberge des 
Migrants shows a decreased number of migrants in Calais. There are in the shantytown and in the 
structures created by the state (containers camp and center Jules Ferry) 8143 people, against 10,188 
in September. This corresponds mainly to the self-eviction process observed for two weeks, people 
fleeing the threat of eviction, which will facilitate the final emptying and destruction of the 
shantytown. Read more…

From Paris to Calais , station to station
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/23/from-paris-to-calais-station-to-
station/
Gare du Nord, Paris, Saturday, October 22, one example among many: "Racial profiling at Gare du 
Nord at 9:46 am for the train to Calais. All persons having a "foreign" complexion pulled out of the 
queue and controlled: ticket, identity card, baggage search, small interrogation ... just enough time 
to miss their train. Many people left to go back home. Read more…

Destruction of the shantytown, the last eve
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/24/destruction-of-the-shantytown-the-
last-eve/
A strange atmosphere in the shantytown for the last evening before the start of the eviction, like a 
party atmosphere, with music and laughter, but we can feel that it hides emotion that shows on some
faces, on the verge of tears. We wait, as on the eve of something. Attempts to pass will be later on in
the night. Hesitations, thinking better of it, decisions, what to do.People are on the hill facing the 
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ring road and the police, who soon started bombarding the shantytown with tear gas for the last 
evening. Read more…

Destruction of the shantytown : the selective sorting of minors and others
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/24/destruction-of-the-shantytown-the-
selective-sorting-of-minors-and-others/
So the government has decided to destroy the largest shantytown in France and to send its 
population away in a few days in a haste incompatible with the rights of these people, for reasons of
political strategy - turn off the controversy launched by the right to school - and of organization – 
avoid that they come up during the evacuation while people are being moved and those who 
continue to arrive in Calais or come back to the places where they have been forced to leave. Read 
more…

Destruction of the shantytown : In and Out
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/25/destruction-of-the-shantytown-in-
and-out/
Today is the day of the image, that is one where hundreds of journalists are present where people 
who have been waiting sometimes for weeks or months can finally leave, often having chosen by 
default to stay in France,for a valuable place in a Reception and Orientation center (CAO - see here,
here, here and here). The evacuation and destruction to speak of only starts tomorrow, the scene 
today is that of people who want to leave, by choice or for fear of the future. Simply, this flash 
departure for reasons of evacuation makes for images of crowds and of exodus, it seems that more 
dignified conditions could have been offered in a more peaceful setting. Read more…

Destruction of the Shantytown, behind the lines
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/25/destruction-of-the-shantytown-
behind-the-lines/
Looks that turn around, some prevented from entering, others which come from outside and are 
released into the press room. And others who leave the shantytown alongside the Exiles, that tell of 
the walk to the buses, the shared moments, the queue, the police presence, the barriers to channel 
people because the scheme creates a crowd, the lack of humanity of this non-reception, the 
participation of the associations in the evacuation, these hints of the past, a past that disappears with
the disappearance of the survivors ... the Interior Minister said that the OQTF of those arriving in 
CAO (Centres d'Accueil sic and orientation) would be executed. OQTF: Obligation to Leave 
French Territory. The – PAF: the Border Police – of Calais generously distributes OQTF to 
Afghanistan, to Sudan, to where are we taking them...towards Kabul towards Khartoum? Is that 
what we agree to? Read more…
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Destruction of the shantytown : the morning of chaos
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/destruction-of-the-shantytown-the-
morning-of-chaos/
Latest news: a women's demonstration at the center Jules Ferry is underway. They are heading to 
the hangar , a place for sorting and registration of persons in the context of the evacuation with a 
banner calling for the protection of the United Kingdom. Read more…

The Destruction of the Shantytown, no more playing
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/26/the-destruction-of-the-shantytown-
no-more-playing/
The "voluntary" departures under threat, have begun to dry up, and especially the chaotic 
organization of the scheme has begun to come dangerously close to implosion. So we spent this 
afternoon in forceful eviction and destruction mode. Some seventy vans of riot police, accompanied
by other police varieties (the PAF and the BAC) surrounded the shantytown and expelled the 
inhabitants from the first sector, which was immediately destroyed. Read more…

Destruction of the shantytown: move along now, the serious stuff is beginning
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/27/destruction-of-the-shantytown-
move-along-now-the-serious-stuff-is-beginning/
At the moment when the prefect of Pas-de-Calais said to BFMTV that there is nobody in the 
shantytown, SEVERAL hundred people at least are still there. Many text messages circulated 
throughout the night and morning saying that they are "white" (Understand Europeans)who are 
starting the fires that are multiplying, putting into danger during this period of tension the activists 
on the site . Therefore many- have left the scene in the morning, it is the objective of the authorities:
No witnesses similarly, announcing the shantytown is empty, telling reporters "you can go, there is 
nothing more to see." Read more…

Destruction of the shantytown: nothing is happening and all the children are safe and 
sheltered, except…
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/27/destruction-of-the-shantytown-
nothing-is-happening-all-the-children-are-safe-and-sheltered-except/
Officially everything is sorted .Just a few people to put on the bus, and all the minors are safe. As 
are those who slept under a bridge last night, or the Afghan teenagers we met this morning in town. 
This morning, the women with children were demonstrating again, demanding "UK help us." Read 
more…

Destruction of the shantytown, undignified images
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/27/destruction-of-the-shantytown-
undignified-images/
A few hundred exiles slept last night in what remains of the Calais shantytown between the 
destruction by the authorities and the fires. Of these, the minors who were not registered yesterday. 
These people are probably part of the "waste areas left free by the migrants" that a "cleaning 
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company" is responsible for "cleaning," as the Prefect of Pas-de-Calais stated yesterday. There will 
be no bus's to the Reception and Orientation centers (CAO - see here, here, here and here), the 
registration of minors has been stopped, and the Prefecture announced at the beginning of the 
eviction that people who refused to leave were to be arrested and sent to detention centres to be 
deported from the territory, possibly to their country of origin (Afghanistan, Sudan, Eritrea, to take 
the main nationalities). Read more…

Destruction of the shantytown, minors taken by force
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/27/destruction-of-the-shantytown-
minors-taken-by-force/
Witnesses spoke of arrest: minors who were sleeping in front of the container camp, next to the 
shantytown, in the shantytown itself and in the l’École Laïque du Chemin des Dunes, which 
survived the destruction of the southern part of the shantytown, and were taken this morning by will
or by force by the police, as shown in this video taken by Help Refugees. Read more…

Calais : a call for solidarity
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/29/calais-a-call-for-solidarity/
Since the first exiles were noticed wandering in the streets of Calais or sleeping in the ferry terminal
in the 1980s and 1990s, a part of the Calais population has expressed its solidarity and support for 
those lost on the border. Read more…

Destruction of the Shantytown : a state farce and wandering minors
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/29/destruction-of-the-shantytown-a-
state-farce-and-wandering-minors/
Yesterday Friday began in farce. Access to the site of the evacuation and destruction of the slum 
was regulated by an order on behalf of the state of emergency issued on October 23rd and put up on
the same evening for the next day. Only the associations accredited by the Prefecture, and the lists 
of names of people provided by these associations accepted by the Prefecture were allowed access 
to the site. The others, witnesses deemed troublesome (see here and here), would incur a six months
prison sentence and a fine of € 7,500 (the basic state of emergency rate). Physically, the Police 
closed off the site and controlled access. Read more…

Destruction of the shantytown: About the minors
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/30/destruction-of-the-shantytown-
about-the-minors/
An eviction is violence for everyone, and if it was a humanitarian operation concerning the 
inhabitants of the Calais shantytown the state would have sent social workers, not police, and would
have taken the time to find solutions to the various situations of the people concerned. Read more…
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Calais : friends, don't leave
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/10/31/calais-friends-dont-leave/
Calais gives a feeling of emptiness after the destruction of the shantytown. Sure, it is no longer "the 
place to be" Yet there are just under two thousand five hundred Exiles (1800 miners in the container
camp, four hundred women and children in the Jules Ferry centre), an indefinite number sleeping in 
front of the containers, hiding in what has not been destroyed in the shantytown, or hiding in the 
city and its surroundings. This is equivalent to the maximum ever known during the time of the 
Sangatte centre, and it is a situation which was not found in Calais before 2014. Read more…

Calais ; possible deportations to Sudan
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/11/02/calais-possible-deportations-to-
sudan/
Calais, October 31st the hearing the Judge of Liberties and Detention, who controls the legality of 
detention and can authorize the extention of it. At Coquelles, near Calais, the courtroom is located 
between the detention centre and the police station at the border police headquarters. On Monday 
twenty people passed before the judge. Read more…

Destruction of the shantytown , evacuation of the minors today
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/11/02/destruction-of-the-shantytown-
evacuation-of-the-minors-today/
The evacuation of the 1,800 minors held in the container camp is scheduled for tomorrow. The 
procedure used is that they will be sent to CAO MIE (Reception and orientation Centres for Isolated
Foreign Minors) all over France. From there, those that the Home Office has chosen will go to the 
United Kingdom, the others will remain in France. As they were sorted through age profiling as 
minors outside of any legal proceedings, nothing says that the Department for the Social Support of 
Children  will recognize them as such. Cut off from associations that followed their situation, they 
will be without independent support if the administration puts obstacles to them accessing their 
rights. Read more…

Destruction of the shantytown : the justice questioned about the forced displacement of 
minors
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/11/04/destruction-of-the-shantytown-the-
justice-questioned-about-the-forced-displacement-of-minors/
Last Wednesday, departure of the minors from the container camp that the french government had 
decided to create to house the underage nearby the shantytown , now destroyed. Where the slum 
once stood the excavators are clearing away the last remains, taken away by trucks that they cross 
on their way the buses arriving to take away the minors to a destination that they do not know or 
that they have not understood. In each bus, two people with a high-visibility vest with "UK 
OFFICIAL" written on it are here to appease and to lure them with the hope of a legal passage to 
the United Kingdom. But we don't really see who might be there in these centers to help them 
contest a possible negative answer, to help them assert their rights. Read more…
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Destruction of the shantytown: no more places in CAO for minors, therefore you are now 
adults
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/11/04/destruction-of-the-shantytown-no-
more-places-in-cao-for-minors-therefore-you-are-now-adults/
After the destruction of the slum last week and early this week, the expulsion of people from the 
containers camp held by the government yesterday (see here and here). All actions were completed 
today with the eviction of the place that sheltered women and children in the Jules Ferry centre. 
Read more…

Calais: when the colour of your face makes you a target
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/11/04/calais-when-the-colour-of-your-
face-makes-you-a-target/
Yesterday, Saint-Pierre Park, around 15h. A police car patrols the streets. It passes in front of people
sitting on some benches. Then meets two boys, they could be 15 or 16 years old, and there it stops. 
The youth faces may suggest a foreign origin. Identity check, long discussion, the young two say 
they were going to join some friends on a bench a little further. Body-search done. The police 
eventually let them go. People whose faces don't look as from other countries pass by, one stops to 
watch the control. These people are not controlled. Read more.

Minors dispersed throughout France facing uncertain futures
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/11/06/minors-dispersed-throughout-
france-facing-uncertain-futures/
Wednesday, November 2, minors (boys, girls would leave the next day) get on buses to take them to
the Reception and Orientation centres for Isolated Minors (CAO MIE - see here and here). They did
not know where the bus will take them, or did not understand the name of the town or village where
the centre is located. It was not explained to them what was going to happen there, except that they 
are being taken to centres where they would be going to the UK. As evidence of the seriousness of 
this promise, two people nominated as representatives of the Home Office accompanied them in 
each bus. Who strangely didn't have "Home Office" marked on their fluorescent jacket, but the 
vague words "Official UK." And most people vanished upon arrival in the centres, where little or 
nothing  is being explained to these young people afterwards, and especially in regard of following 
the procedures enabling them to legally enter the UK. So young people, accustomed to the tricks of 
the European authorities, are skeptical. Read more…

Destruction of the shantytown; the Exiles hostages in a game of property speculation ?
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/11/06/destruction-of-the-shantytown-the-
exiles-hostages-in-a-game-of-property-speculation/
The question arose as soon as the creation of a day center at the Jules Ferry leisure center site was 
announced, and even more when it was it was decided to concentrate the Exiles on the neighbouring
land. Why in this place ? So near to the crossing, the port just under the ring road leading to it, 
which in that period several times a week had truck jams tailing back several kilometers onto the 
ring road. Read more…
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Destruction of the Shantytown: an exercise in self congratulation
https://passeursdhospitalitesenglish.wordpress.com/2016/11/07/destruction-of-the-shantytown-an-
exercise-in-self-congratulation/
The communication exercise around the destruction of the Calais shantytown was smoothly 
conducted. Guided tours for journalists, a press room provided, strictly regulated preview of the 
hangar where there would be the sorting and putting of people on buses , a maximum of reporters 
on the first day, when the most of the people who had been waiting for months to be able to make 
their application for asylum in France would get on the buses, the mobilization of associative 
support to give the impression of a consensual process, the denial of access when things went 
wrong. And it must be said that few media made any effort to look behind the scenes. Read more…
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